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Seeing The Future (In Turbulent Times) 
 
 

 
 
Conventional wisdom has it that the future is not predictable. And, moreover, that the more 
complex and interdependent things are, the less predictable the future becomes.   
 

In many ways, this growing lack of predictability is one of the principle reasons for the rise 
of what most people now recognise as Design Thinking. Which in effect states that the 
best strategy in situations where we are unable to anticipate what future customers will 
want is to adopt a process built on rapid iteration cycles: Make your best guess at what 
customers might want, expose them to your best guess solution, listen to their feedback, 
and then use it to build a better next iteration. Repeat until the customer says, ‘yes’. Or 
you run out of energy. Or money. Or patience. The ultimate winners being those that can 
iterate the fastest and learn the most during each iteration. 
 

While there is nothing wrong with this strategy, in the highly competitive world we all now 
inhabit, it has become a risky one. Especially when we learn that the basic premise of the 
non-predictability of the future turns out to be wrong.  
 

This is the point TRIZ enters the story. TRIZ tells us that while some elements of the future 
are very difficult to predict, others are very predictable indeed. 
 

If we can bring this knowledge to bear, the big idea is that the insights that TRIZ offers 
allow us to, firstly, start with a better first guess at future customer needs so that we have 
to make less random, trial-and-error iterations. And, secondly that, each iteration we do 
still find ourselves having to make, will be more accurate than those still using trial-and-
error methods. This ability to generate better first ‘guesses’ (in fact, they won’t be guesses 
at all) and to learn and iterate solutions in more targeted ways is what will, in the future, 
come to distinguish the few successful enterprises from the majority that fail. 
 

How does TRIZ allow users to see the future more clearly? Answer: through a number of 
happy accidents. The first accident was a research question that required researchers to 
identify the difference between ‘good’ solutions and ‘bad’ ones. The answer to this 
question lead to the realisation that ‘good’ solutions were ones that were adopted by 
customers. The second happy accident demonstrated that, once all of the myriad ‘bad’ 
solutions were removed from the evolution trail, a number of clear patterns of success 
were revealed. Patterns that today we recognise as a roadmap to the future. A roadmap 
that provides designers and change agents with a clear set of guidelines: travel in this 
direction and good things will happen; travel in this other direction and they won’t. Future 
success, in other words, is not random. 
 

If we reduce this research down to first principles, the roadmap story all starts with the 
realisation that there is a clear compass heading. A success North Star. A destination that 
tells us that customers – universally – are driven by a desire for increasing value. Not 
much surprise here. Still no great surprise either when we break ‘value’ down into its 
constituent parts: 
 

   Value = [ Perceived ] . [ Benefits / (Cost + Harm) ] 
 

Customers, this equation tells us, are driven by a desire for increasing ‘benefits’: They 
purchase or hire a solution in order that it delivers them a useful function or outcome. Or, 
to use the other word we hear a lot these days, to get a ‘job’ done. These useful jobs/ 
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functions/outcomes/benefits then get balanced by the fact that we usually have to pay for 
them. Sometimes this ‘cost’ is actual, tangible money, other times – like when we give 
away private information to Google or Facebook – it is more invisible, but either way, as 
the commonly used aphorism tells us, there is no such thing as a free lunch. Benefits 
come at a price. They are also likely to come with a number of unwanted side effects – a 
negative environmental impact, for example, or having to wait for something, or a social 
stigma. All of this negative stuff gets bundled together in the above equation as ‘harm’. 
The overall idea then being that customers in effect define value as the ratio between all 
the good things they want and all the bad things they don’t. Still no surprises, hopefully. 
 

Ditto, when we then recognise that the roadmap says that the way to success involves 
giving customers more value. Which in turn means more positives and less negatives, 
until, if we really wish to push the idea of a North Star, eventually, one fine day, they 
receive a solution which is all positives and all the negatives have disappeared. TRIZ calls 
this – usually hypothetical – end state the ‘Ideal Final Result’, or IFR. 
 

Crucially, once we’re able to acknowledge the logic of this direction, it reveals something 
that is simultaneously quite obvious and profound: The ‘North Star’ IFR is by definition a 
point in space. The critical word being ‘point’. The existence of this point tells us that 
evolution is convergent. The closer we get to the Ideal Final Result, the less possible 
solutions there are. Something like this: 
 

Ideal Final Result

All the Benefits

None of the Cost or Harm

More Benefits, Less Cost, Less Harm

 
Figure 1: Evolution Is Convergent 

 

Most people instinctively think that as we project further into the future, uncertainty 
increases and that possibilities become infinite. The TRIZ research tells us that these 
instincts are wrong. Or at least they are when it comes to a world of customers and 
suppliers. We think the future becomes less certain, but from a customer perspective, it 
becomes more certain the further into the future we look. 
 

Or almost. Things are never as simple as we’d like them to be. While we might all of us be 
able to recognise lots of convergence in the world (every car looks the same, every 
smartphone, every airline, shampoo, toothpaste, etc, etc), it’s less clear that everything 
always gets better. Well, almost. Covid-19 has little to do with ‘better’. Unless you’re an 
admirer of the virus’ ability to mutate faster than humanity is able to deal with it. Part of the 
issue here is that the virus is also (unconsciously of course) busy evolving towards its own 
Ideal Final Result – spread as far and fast as you can, with the least possible use of 
expensive resources. As Design Thinking solution creators, there’s not an awful lot we can 
do about this unfortunate (for humanity) propensity of Covid-19 or viruses in general. 
 

What we can do something about is the first part of the above value equation. The part 
that recognises that a customer’s perception of a situation may be different to the objective 
reality. If a customer perceives that Service A is better than Service B, it doesn’t matter 
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what benefits B delivers or at what cost or harm. Perception, when it comes to human 
behaviour, is reality. If a person perceives that Service A is better, it is better. And vice 
versa.  
 

Some of the early (Silicon Valley based) Design Thinking exponents accidentally hit upon 
this finding and did it well enough to recognise that the foibles of human nature being what 
they are, often the best way to deal with them is through the trial-and-error rapid learning 
cycles built into their Design Thinking toolkit. 
 

Yet again, however, guessing is never going to outdo understanding when it comes to 
grappling with customer needs. Or business success in general. The big problem with 
understanding the intangible quirks of human emotion is that they’re very difficult to 
measure or predict. Some authors (Reference 1) would have it that the very success of 
Homo sapiens over our now-extinct Neanderthal and other cousins is due in no small part 
to our unpredictability. 
 

However. What TRIZ learned by accident, we can now apply systematically. What 
happens when we remove all of the random noise of human emotions from the success- 
DNA finding story? Some new products or services seem to resonate with customers, and 
most don’t. What happens when we focus on the solutions that successfully connected? 
Answer: there are a number of clear emotional drivers that together determine whether 
something will be successful or not. Four to be precise – Autonomy, Belonging, 
Competence and Meaning (ABC-M) (Reference 2). We all of us like to feel we are in 
control of our destiny, we like to feel like we belong to the ‘right’ tribes, we like to feel like 
we are good at whatever it is we’re tasked with doing, and we like to feel that the task is 
meaningful: 

Meaning

Competence

Autonomy

Belonging
 

 

Figure 2: ABC-M Emotion Drivers  
 

We can go a step further and say that, while it might be difficult to quantify each of these 
emotional attributes, we can at least work out whether they are positive or negative, and 
whether they are heading in the right direction or not. Direction-wise, all we need to know 
is that, relative to the solutions that customers currently use, our offering makes them feel 
more Autonomous, more Belonging, more Competence and – more difficult – that their 
lives are more Meaningful. And with this realisation, again, much of the apparent 
complexity of ensuring we’re heading in the right direction disappears. 
 

So now, when we combine the tangible and intangible aspects of the North Star direction 
of success, it’s possible to construct a two-dimensional map something like this: 
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Figure 3: Tangible & Intangible Dimensions of Customer Value & Ideal Final Result  
 

Almost there. We’re still missing a vital piece of the jigsaw though: It is one thing to know 
where the success compass is pointing, but we then need to realise that the road that will 
get us there isn’t a continuous one. Rather it is s-curve shaped. Multiple s-curves in fact. 
Each road to success can only take us so far before it hits a dead-end. A dead-end that 
prevents us from improving customer value any more. All systems hit fundamental limits. If 
we want to go beyond those limits and continue our journey to the North Star, we’re going 
to have to jump off our existing road and find a better one. One that will allow us to keep 
moving in the right direction. Until, eventually, that road too will hit its own dead-end, and 
force us to make yet another jump to yet another new road. The big problem this time is 
usually that these jumps to the new road often force us to head away from the North Star 
for a period before the new road takes us in the right direction again. No-one likes it when 
we’re forced to go in the wrong direction, but it seems to be another fundamental of the 
success story. A story that, when we recognise the potential need for a whole series of 
these kinds of road-shift, looks something like this: 

IFR

Value

Time

 
 
 

Figure 4: The Discontinuous Journey To Ideal Final Result  

 
The detailed version of the TRIZ-revealed roadmap then tells us what each of these 
successful s-curve jumps looks like (as found in the ‘Trends’ chapters in the Hands-On 
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Systematic Innovation books). To take one business example, the Customer Expectation 
s-curve evolution pattern shows business leaders that ‘Product’ based enterprises will 
eventually jump to ‘Service’ based, and then to Experience based, and finally to 
‘Transformation based: 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Customer Expectation Discontinuous Evolution Pattern    
 

Any change initiative that goes against this universal direction of success is almost 
inevitably doomed to failure. The same applies with the 60+ other trend patterns that the 
research has revealed. 
 

We’re within touching distance of the future prediction finish-line now. The final challenge 
is the word ‘almost’ from the previous paragraph. And the reason we have to write that 
word and not ‘always’ relates to the mention of ‘turbulent times’ in the title of this article. 
When societal turbulence becomes chaotic enough, it becomes increasingly likely that the 
roadmap to success won’t work quite so well. This is not the same, though, as saying they 
don’t work at all. Humans continue to be human (until society completely collapses!) and 
so the basic value drivers remain in place. All that turbulence does is shifts which of the 
various elements of the value equation receive more attention than others. 
 

Looking at the overall equation, we see that value is made up of seven different attributes: 
Benefits, Cost, Harm on the tangible side, and ABC-M on the intangible side. In difficult 
economic times, to take an iconic example, Cost often becomes the dominant tangible 
attribute, and Belonging & Meaning becomes the most dominant emotional one. 
Conversely, in good times, Benefits and Autonomy usually shoot to the top of the priority 
list. 
 

Let’s see how that might play out in terms of our ability to predict the future of the 
automotive industry in the next four to five years (our prediction for the period of societal 
turbulence triggered by Covid-19 (Reference 3)). Some customers will always do well in 
turbulent times. They have more money to spend and therefore, perhaps counter-
intuitively, sales of high-end vehicles are likely to increase. And, thinking about the above 
Customer Expectation trend, wealthy purchasers are more likely to value an Experience-
based relationship with the OEM. Conversely, the majority that have lost out in the chaos 
are less likely to be able to afford any kind of car (especially when a global shortage of 
chips has pushed prices up). For these people, therefore, a shift from buying a car 
(‘Product’) to buying mobility when they need it (‘Service’) is likely to be received much 
better. Which in turn means that, unless the automotive OEMs can get their act together, 
companies likes Ola, Lyft, Uber, etc – i.e. those that have already recognised that mobility 
is the future – are the ones likely to drive the market and become the highest value 
providers. All of which would suggest, staying with automotive specifics for a second 
longer, that buying shares in high-end car manufacturers and mobility providers would be 
a safer bet than buying shares in, say, Ford or GM. Life is always more complex than this, 
of course, but, as stated earlier, the basic principles still apply. Which means B/(C+H) and 
my ABC-M being better than that of my competitors. And our oft told story of two people 
being chased by a bear comes in to the discussion again at this point: Success in this 
story is not about running faster than the bear, it is running faster than the other person. 
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Which means that, the whole turbulence issue largely disappears if – as shown in Figure 3 
– our customer offering is better than that of our competitors on all seven of the success 
driving attributes. If we’re not better on all of them, then we need to do something to work 
out whether the ones we’re better at are the ones that are most likely to resonate with 
prevailing customers needs and make sure we win on those attributes. That, too, doesn’t 
need to be about trial-and-error either since all seven of the attributes are eminently 
measurable using the PanSensic tools.  
 

In the meantime, though, back to the bear chase again, it’s a fairly safe bet that your 
competitors won’t be using Deign Thinking to help steer their thinking. And if they are, they 
almost certainly won’t be using the complementary TRIZ tools. In which case, there’s the 
way to ensure we win the race to success. Maps best guesses every time. 
 
 
 
 
References 
 

1) Child, L., ‘The Hero’, TLS Books, 2019. 
2) SIEZ,’ ‘ABC-M Gets Better’?’, Issue 163, October 2015. 
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Difficult Conversations #1: Binary-Non-Binary 
 

 

 

 
 
 
I’m an engineer. Or at least that’s what my passport says. I’m an engineer that spends the 
vast majority of life innovating. Which, these days, usually means 20% of my time is spent 
doing engineering-type things, and the other 80% getting all of the thorny, convoluted 
‘people-things’ to align around the technical bits. I’ve also gone on record to state that the 
times we’re currently living through, turbulent and chaotic as they are, are the best times 
over the course of my lifetime for innovation. Thirdly, I’ve also been on record (to the point 
of sounding like a broken one) as saying that innovation is all about revealing and 
resolving contradictions. Put these three things together, and one of my reflections on 
2022 is that the job of innovating is getting harder rather than easier at the moment. 
Largely thanks to Social Media and the deep, deep divisions it continues to build into the 
way that Society operates. Namely, that it is creating a thousand and one different opinion 
bubbles. Bubbles that are increasingly distant from one another, often to the point – 
already – that a person in one bubble is no longer able to communicate with a person in a 
bubble carrying a different opinion. And that the bubble-reinforced confirmation bias 
means that the likelihood of meaningful connection becomes lower and lower by the day. 
On the plus side, the existence of these bubbles makes it very easy to identify what 
society’s contradictions are. On the minus, the people living on the different sides of the 
contradiction, because they’re unable to communicate, are also unable to solve it. The 
overall point being that, until such times as society is able to have these bubble-straddling 
conversations, any attempt to innovate is likely to be thwarted. As an engineer, to come 
back to the first leg of the three legged stool that forms the foundation of this article, I’m 
probably not the best candidate in the world for tackling these kinds of failure-to-connect 
non-communication problems. On the other hand, I’m at least armed with the world’s best 
(only?) contradiction-solving toolkit. Which means I know that any and all contradictions, 
no matter how pernicious, can be solved. That’s a pretty good start. Good enough, I 
(perhaps naively) think to explore some of the sorts of ‘difficult conversation’ we need to 
be able to get back to. Unless I get a mass of hate-mail following this first attempt, I’m 
imagining that there will be a whole series of ‘difficult conversation’ articles. Before we get 
there, though, I thought, in true TRIZnik fashion, let’s start with the most difficult 
conversation of all and see how far we can get. 
 

A swift tour around the (already scary) online world of inter-bubble anger, failure-to-
connect and hate-crime, suggested to me that the most toxic, least discussable topic right 
now is probably centred around the trans community, and arguments about gender 
identity and expression. Which ultimately, I believe, distils down to a contradiction between 
people that believe the world is binary and those who believe it is non-binary. 
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The first thing that needs to be done when thinking about these differences of opinion is 
establishing whether one or other of the different sides of the argument is right or wrong. 
As a starting assumption, when the division involves hundreds of thousands of individuals, 
it is likely that both parties are at least partially right. This is not always the case, of course 
– for the majority of Homo sapiens time on Earth, the large majority of individuals wrongly 
believed that the Sun revolved around the Earth. It is much easier to determine right or 
wrong when it comes to the physical world. When it comes to, shall we say, more ‘human’ 
issues, the right/wrong boundary can easily become more blurred. Especially when we 
consider the inadequacies of language and the significant possibility that the way one 
person interprets a word may be quite different to the way in which another person 
interprets it. 
 

Suffice to say, when it comes to the binary/non-binary argument, there is a case to be 
made that both sides of the argument are correct in their views. We can say that with 
confidence, because the moment we allow our minds to open and contemplate that both 
parties could be right, we see that one side of the argument is thinking about gender and 
the other is thinking about biological sex. Draw a picture like this… 
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…and suddenly the contradiction becomes much more easy to visualise. Biological sex, if 
we put on one side the tiny, tiny number of ‘intersex’ people who are born with either the 
anatomical features of both males and females, is very clearly binary. A person is born 
with either two X chromosomes, or an X and a Y. A cervix or a penis. And even if that 
person decides to undergo surgery to remove one or the other, that does not alter their 
biological sex. It might, however, allow that person to alter how the express their gender. 
That’s why such things are called ‘gender re-assignment surgery’. ‘Gender’, then, is much 
more about a person’s identity, and how they ‘feel’. And therefore, as hinted at by the 
horizontal dotted line in the 2x2 matrix, is much more fluid. And therefore non-binary. 
There are girly-girls and manly men, in the same way that there are ‘tomboys’ and 
‘effeminate’ men. Vive la difference. 
 

Oh, and of course, thanks to things like re-assignment surgery and a more permissive 
society in which individuals are able to identify with either gender, and decide to shift from 
one side of the dotted line to the other, there is now a category called ‘trans’. Which maps 
onto the 2x2 matrix something like this: 
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So far so good. Well, kind of… that’s the problem with the toxicity of the contradiction right 
now, different people mean different things, and those in ‘the other’ bubble aren’t listening. 
Take author J.K. Rowling, some of who’s correspondence is shown at the top of the 
article. When Rowling talks about non-binary, she is careful to frame her words in terms of 
biological sex. To people in the trans and ‘trans-supporter’ community, however, Rowling’s 
words are heard through the (orthogonal) lens of gender. Mainly, I suspect, because the 
words society has traditionally used for two of the boxes in the matrix are ‘man’ and 
‘woman’. A hundred years ago, society had clear meanings for both words. Such that 
‘man’ meant someone that was simultaneously male and masculine, and ‘woman’ meant 
female and feminine. Today that’s no longer the case as both words have been utilised by 
both sides of the sex/gender debate. The blurring of the meaning of both words probable 
means that, for the time being at least, for the sake of solving the contradiction, its 
probably best to not use either. 
 

Which sounds like a pretty difficult task already. So let’s push the challenge a step further 
and think about one of what seems to be the most contentious of the man/woman 
meaning debate: the labelling of restrooms, including the sort of previously ‘amusing’ 
labels used on the two doors found in British pubs – ‘guys and gals’, ‘cocks and hens’, 
‘brides and grooms’: 
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Here, if we are to make any kind of meaningful progress, it becomes necessary to 
examine the two sides of the contradiction in more detail. An examination that might result 
in a picture something like this: 
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Understanding the different sides of the contradiction is often halfway to solving the 
problem. If only because it allows members of both the conflicting bubbles to begin seeing 
things from the other bubble’s perspective. Having people see things from both sides now 
opens up a number of ways forward. The least ideal of which is that the two sides decide 
they prefer to revert to their futile, I’m-right-you’re-wrong argument. Slightly less poor 
would be that they decide to try and find a ‘trade-off’ middle ground. As has been 
discussed previously (Reference 1), this is not likely to prove fruitful. Next up come the two 
TRIZ-based solution strategies, firstly that the contradiction is ‘managed’ and second – the 
ideal solution – that it is ‘transcended’ to give a genuine win-win solution. 
 

‘Managed’ here means that strategies that allow both sides of the contradiction to co-exist. 
The easiest way to achieve this is using a segmentation strategy. This might mean a 
number of things. From the very weak – keep the two bubbles apart – to the very 
expensive – make a larger number of restrooms, for an ever larger spectrum of different 
gender identities.  
 

Far better is to transcend the contradiction. Making unisex restrooms is an increasingly 
common transcend strategy. Everyone gets to go in cubicles that everyone else is also 
free to visit. Like on aeroplanes. One of the win-wins of this type of solution is that the 
cubicles tend to stay much cleaner, because each user is more conscious of whoever 
might come in next. 
 
This is not to say that switching to unisex restrooms is the only transcending solution to 
the contradiction. The point, rather, is that once the two sides of the contradiction 
recognise that a win-win solution is possible, are much more likely to engage in the 
process of working together to identify other breakthrough solutions. Better yet, and this 
may end up being the generalisable point for any and all of these kinds of difficult 
conversation, knowing that contradiction transcending solutions are possible  means that 
the people that conceive them don’t necessarily need to get into the difficult conversation 
in the first place. They merely need to recognise that innovation happens when we can 
find good contradictions, and transcend them. Solving the argument before it becomes 
and argument tends to be how innovators capture the biggest prize. 
 
Reference 

1) SIEZ, ‘Covid, Complexity & Contradictions: On Disaster Cycles, Expedient 
Invention & Meaningful Innovation’, Issue 226, January 2021. 
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Not So Funny – 40 Inventive (Not Rocket Science) Principles 
 
 
The internet is full of examples of design fails that, when we see them beggar belief. How 
could people be so dumb? It’s not rocket science. Or maybe it is. Times forty… 
 
Principle 1, Segmentation 
 

 
 
Principle 2, Taking Out/Separation 
 

 
 

Principle 3, Local Quality 
 

 

 
Principle 4, Asymmetry 
 

 

 
Principle 5, Merging 
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Principle 6, Universality 
 

 
 
Principle 7, Nested Doll 
 

 
 
Principle 8, Anti-Weight 
 

 

Principle 9, Prior Counter-Action 
 

 
 
Principle 10, Preliminary Action 
 

 
 
Principle 11, Beforehand Cushioning 
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Principle 12, Equipotentiality 
 

 
 
Principle 13, The Other Way Around 
 

 
 
Principle 14, Spheroidality 
 

 

 
 
 

Principle 15, Dynamics 
 

 
 
Principle 16, Slightly-Less, Slightly-More 
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Principle 17, Another Dimension 
 

 
 
Principle 18, Vibration 
 

 

 
Principle 19, Periodic Action 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Principle 20, Continuity Of Useful Action 
 

 
 
Principle 21, Hurrying/Skipping 
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Principle 22, Blessing In Disguise 
 

 
 
Principle 23, Feedback 
 

 
 
Principle 24, Intermediary 
 

 

Principle 25, Self-Service 
 

 
 
Principle 26, Copying 
 

 
 
Principle 27, Cheap Disposable 
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Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution 
 

 
 
Principle 29, Pneumatics & Hydraulics 
 

 
 
Principle 30, Flexible Shells & Thin Films 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Principle 31, Porous Material/’Holes’ 
 

 
 
Principle 32, Colour Change 
 

 
 
Principle 33, Homogeneity 
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Principle 34, Discarding & Recovering 
 

 
 
Principle 35, Parameter Change 
 

 
 
Principle 36, Phase Transition 
 

 
 

Principle 37, Relative Change 
 

 
 
Principle 38, Strong Oxidants/’Enriched 
Atmosphere’ 
 

 
 
Principle 39, Calmed Atmosphere 
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Principle 40, Composite  
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Patent of the Month – Energy Generating Device 
 
 
 

 
 

Our Patent of the Month this month takes us to one of my favourite places, Tsing Hua 
University in Taiwan, where a trio of inventors had US11,196,358 granted to them on 
December 7. Here’s what the beautifully brief background description has to say about the 
problem being solved: 

Nowadays, owing to the progress of the technology, wearable electronic devices have received 
great attention. Because the wearable electronic devices need power sources to provide the 
electric energy, development of the power sources has become an urgent matter. 

A triboelectric generator is an automatic powering device, and through continuously contacting and 
separating two triboelectric layers, generated electrons therefrom can flow to an outer circuit to 
form a current. In addition to operate the two triboelectric layers in a contact-separation mode, 
electrons can also be generated by moving a droplet to contact with or separate from a fixing 
layer. However, the application of the droplet is limited by the characteristics thereof, and how to 
effectively drive the droplet to contact with or separate from the fixing layer becomes a pursuit 
target for the practitioners. 

…the last sentence of which succinctly tells us what the problem being solved is: a 
contradiction between the desire for good droplet contact and the inability to ‘effectively 
drive’ the required behaviour. Here’s the best way to map that conflict pair onto the 
Contradiction Matrix: 
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And here’s how the inventors solved the problem, as described in the main Claim of the 
patent: 
 
An energy generating device, comprising: a dielectric layer, comprising: a first surface; and a 
second surface opposite to the first surface; a driving layer facing toward the dielectric layer 
thereby forming a channel [Principle 3] between the driving layer and the dielectric layer, the 
driving layer comprising: a plurality of hydrophilic surfaces [Principle 3]  facing toward the first 
surface; and a plurality of hydrophobic surfaces [Principle 12] facing toward the first surface, each 
of the hydrophilic surfaces staggered [Principle 3]  from each of the hydrophobic surfaces; a 
plurality of electrodes disposed at the second surface without being disposed on the driving layer, 
the electrodes each electrically connected to and spaced from each other; and a droplet flowable 
[Principle 29]  within the channel; wherein the droplet [Principle 24] is affected by the hydrophilic 
surfaces and the hydrophobic surfaces so as to flow in the channel. 
 

This kind of triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) technology is expected to be applied in 
various areas, such as mechanical and chemical sensors, self-powered electrochemical 
systems, and electricity generation for personal electric device. The Tsing Hua leap looks 
like it carries the potential (excuse the pun) to now make TENGS into a commercially 
viable proposition.  
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Best of the Month – Multipliers   
 

 

 
 

Are you a multiplier or a diminisher? A source or a sink? Do the people that work for you 
give you more than their all? Or are they more inclined to slack off and do the minimum? 
These are the core questions of the 2017 book, Multipliers. One of those rare books that 
achieves ‘second edition’ status. As well as being a New York Times bestseller. The book 
is also rare in that it is built on some actual research. Actual research conducted with 
some actual academic rigour: interviewing and surveying several thousand leaders and 
their subordinates in a bid to find out why some leaders are effective and others (the 
majority) are not. 
 

To cut to the chase, author Liz Wiseman and her research team identified five traits that 
distinguished the ‘multipliers’ (those that, it turns out, managed to on average get double 
the useful output from their teams) from the ‘diminishers’ that are their analogue. From a 
system perspective, enterprises that contain a critical mass of these multipliers do 
considerably better than the average. Per the Law of System Completeness, we might 
consider these multipliers to be the intangible Transmission part of the overall system. 
Then, in line with Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model and the idea of nested viable 
systems, the multiplier function also demands its own viable system. Which in turn, per the 
Law, would indicate the presence of six essential elements. The fact that Wiseman 
identifies five critical elements goes most of the way to identifying the needed six. Here’s 
how her five traits match up: 
 

Talent Magnet Liberator Debate Maker Investor

Challenger (missing)

Coordination

Engine InterfaceToolTransmission

Sensor
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As is often the case, the missing sixth element is the one relating to ‘Sensor’. The other 
five, though, fit the various different elements of the Law well. Here’s a summary of each 
of the five, along with Wiseman’s comparison between the desired ‘multiplier’ and their 
‘diminisher’ analogue: 
 

 
And here’s a more comprehensive version: 
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The book provides an even more comprehensive description of each of the five traits, 
along with a series of mini-case studies describing individuals that characterise either the 
multiplier or diminisher archetypes. All the time, though, it is extremely readable. And, 
moreover, actionable. 
 

The second edition of the book – the one reviewed here – features a new chapter on what 
Wiseman calls the ‘accidental diminisher’. This person is the well-intentioned leader, the 
one that wants to do the right thing, but, for various reasons (usually ignorance) ends up 
doing things that cause their subordinates to disengage and as a result deliver lose-lose 
outcomes. Although Wiseman doesn’t attempt to tie the accidental diminisher chapter to 
the five essential traits, what it actually ends up doing is offering up the missing ‘Sensor’ 
part of the six-element viable system model. In part because, for the first time, she’s able 
to present a way for individuals to measure where they sit on the diminisher-multiplier 
spectrum. 
 

Best of all is the fact that each of the five (now six) multiplier traits turns out to be all about 
contradiction solving. Diminishers make trade-offs. Multipliers solve them. Six of them to 
be precise: 
 

Liberators – release others to do good work by restraining themselves, they solve the 
contradiction between the parallel need to create a place of comfort and safety and 
simultaneously one that puts pressure on team members to ensure they get outside their 
comfort zone. 
 

Talent Magnets – create a powerful force that attracts talent, but then recognises that, for 
that talent to grow, it also needs to be released.  
 

Challengers – know how to manage the contradiction between asking questions that are 
both provocative and plausible, thus forcing teams to stretch outside their comfort zones, 
but not so far that they become paralysed because they don’t know what to do. 
 

Debate Makers – solve the contradiction between safety and rigour. 
 

Investors – ‘create organisations that act intelligently and achieve results without their 
direct involvement’. 
 

(Accidental Diminishers) (probably better titled, in the context of the Law of System 
Completeness, as ‘Multiplier Sensors’) – understand that it is very easy for multipliers to 
slip into diminisher traits, and that, given the transient, dynamic nature of society in 
general and the workplace in particular, what might have been multiplier behaviour in one 
context could easily drift into diminisher behaviour in another. 
 

Read through this kind of contradiction lens, I’d have to say that Multipliers is one of the 
most insightful business texts of the last decade. Which is a way of saying that I’ve had to 
find a new space in my bookcase of ‘books I will refer to regularly’. Or, put another way, if 
this book had appeared this year, it would have been Book Of The Year. By a furlong. 
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Wow In Music – Fast Car 
 
 

 
 
There exists a mere handful of society-challenging songs that truly span the generations. 
Some might look to the white classic-rock veterans – Bob Dylan, The Times They Are A-
Changin’; Buffalo Springfield, For What It’s Worth – for their fix, but in the late 80s a 
singer-songwriter from Cleveland sold millions of records just as the sun was coming 
down on hair metal, and grunge began its rise to dominance. Thanks to her time-stopping 
1988 hit, Fast Car, Tracy Chapman emerged as a new kind of voice for socially-conscious 
songwriting. 
 

Released on 6 April 1988, Fast Car remains Tracy Chapman’s biggest success, and is 
one of the most recognisable songs in the world. The first single unveiled from Chapman’s 
ground-breaking folk-rock debut album, it hit No.6 in the US and No. 4 in the UK, before 
receiving two Grammy nominations and an MTV Video Music Award nomination the 
following year. Thanks to its impact (along with the rest of her self-titled album), Chapman 
also won the Best New Artist, Best Contemporary Folk Album and Best Female Pop Vocal 
Performance Grammys. 
 

Fittingly, Fast Car’s impact largely came after Chapman performed at the tribute concert 
held in celebration of South African President Nelson Mandela’s 70th birthday on 11 June 
1988. After a hard disc containing Stevie Wonder’s Synclavier recordings was misplaced, 
Chapman – who had already performed that day – was hurried back onstage at London’s 
Wembley Stadium to fill the gap. Singing Fast Car and Across the Lines in front of an 
estimated 80,000 people – not to mention a global TV audience of 600 million – Chapman 
silenced a restless crowd who watched on in awe as a new talent claimed her place in 
history. Just two weeks later, her debut album had sold an extra 1.75 million copies. 
 

The concert was perhaps the best possible platform for the then 24-year-old singer. 
Mandela, who had garnered worldwide recognition for his struggles against apartheid, had 
inadvertently shone a spotlight on an exceptionally gifted young woman singing about her 
own battles. 
 

Chapman, however, has never been one to look for attention. Most of her interviews detail 
her apparent shyness – at least upon first meeting – and the singer openly distances 
herself from fame, fortune and stardom. As cliché as it may seem, she lets the music do 
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the talking. “There’s not anything to say to this mass of strangers that’s significant or not 
superficial,” she told Rolling Stone’s Steve Pond in 1988. “So I generally don’t say 
anything, and it bothers people… but there’s no need to explain the songs.” 
 

Yet a lack of an explanation only reinforces natural curiosity, and there’s something about 
Fast Car that inspires all. Enveloped in a gentle glow of nostalgia and aspiration, it also 
has a (Principle 12) sense of urgency. 
 
That gentle-urgency tension offers up perhaps a first clue as to why the song has become 
such a classic. Musically, touch it’s difficult to put a finger on the why. For the most part, 
the song can be seen as a classic ‘three chords and the truth’ affair, consisting mainly of 
C, G and Em. But then, not quite, because a Dadd11 chord slips into the mix to give an 
unexpected (Principle 17) lift to the ends of the verse lines: 
 

 
 
But then, there’s something else. Something more subtle. Believe it or not, Fast Car didn’t 
win over everyone when it was recorded. In fact, the song was almost altered before its 
release. Its journey went like this: Tracy Chapman’s producer, David Kershembaum, 
heard a demo and it floored him. Kershembaum instinctively knew it had to make the 
debut album and got to work quickly. In only a few takes, Chapman’s vocals and guitar 
were tracked, the unobtrusive rhythm section was added, and the track was complete. 
Then came the challenge of getting label, Elektra’s approval. They thought the 
coffeehouse song was totally out of trend for the ’80s (which was more or less true) and 
insisted that the chorus needed to hit sooner. It received the “trim it down” treatment. 
Kershembaum attempted to follow orders, but no matter how he tried to make the edits,  
discovered that removing the (Principle 20) long build-up to the chorus was a terrible idea. 
Chapman’s story had to be told in full for the chorus to (Principle 12) hit as hard as it does. 
(Elton John’s classic, Tiny Dancer – SIEZ, Issue 211 – uses the same slow-build tension 
management strategy). Thankfully, Kershembaum prevailed and the track was released 
without being cut down. And the rest is history. 
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Investments –  Anti-Corrosion Coating 
 
 

 
 
Scientists at Rice University have cooked up a new alloy with a unique and diverse set of 
attributes that could prove highly effective at protecting steel from corrosion. The novel 
coating not only prevented rusting in submerged slabs of common steel, but is flexible and 
proved capable of healing itself when damaged. 
 

The new anti-corrosion coating is made of a lightweight sulfur-selenium alloy, and 
according to the material scientists behind it, combines desirable qualities from currently 
available solutions. This means an ability to block moisture and chlorine like zinc- and 
chromium-based coatings, an ability to protect steel under seawater-like conditions like 
polymer-based coatings, and an ability to fend off microbe-induced corrosion. 
 

This was established through a series of experiments, the first of which saw small slabs of 
common mild steel coated with sulfur-selenium alloy and submerged in seawater for a 
month, along with an uncoated slab of steel as a control. While the bare steel rusted 
significantly, the coated steel exhibited no change in color and proved highly resistant to 
oxidation. 
 

Next, the scientists tested it out against sulfate-reducing bacteria that is known to greatly 
accelerate the corrosive process. Coated and uncoated samples were exposed to 
plankton and biofilms, and again the alloy helped to protect the steel underneath. 
According to the scientists, the coating offered an "inhibition efficiency" of 99.99 percent. 
  

Perhaps most impressively, the team found the alloy to have powerful self-healing 
properties. When a film of it was cut in half and the two pieces were placed next to each 
other on a hot plate, they reformed into a single, foldable film within two minutes when 
heated to 70 °C (158 °F). Pinholes could also be repaired by heating the material to 130 
°C (266 °F) for 15 minutes, with the healed material proving just as effective at protecting 
steel as undamaged, original coatings. 
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“If you give the alloy a poke, it recovers,” says study author Muhammad Rahman. “If it 
needs to recover quickly, we assist it using heat. But over time, most thick samples will 
recover on their own.” 
 

Flexible in nature, the scientists see the new alloy not just serving as a protective coating 
for steel infrastructure in and around watery environments, but in bendable electronics too. 
On this, they report that alloy to be a better insulator than most flexible materials, while 
also being more flexible than most insulating materials. They are now continuing to 
experiment with varieties of the material to suit different types of steel and explore different 
coating techniques. 
 

“The first target is structures, but we’re aware the electronics industry faces some of the 
same problems with corrosion,” says study author Pulickel Ajayan. “There are 
opportunities.” 
 

The research was published in last month’s edition the journal Advanced Materials. 
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Generational Cycles –  West Side Story 
 
 

 
 
A different focus this month. Instead of reporting what’s happened in the past, we have 
one of those rare opportunities to use the Generation Cycles model to start making some 
predictions about what’s likely to happen in the future. It’s also one that allows us to think 
about some of the inherent complexities of the future prediction story. 
 

The focus is (Baby Boomer, born 1946) director, Steven Spielberg’s remake of the film 
West Side Story, which hits the cinemas this month, following a twelve-month Covid-
related release delay. The 10 December 2021 release decision was made to coincide with 
the 60th anniversary of the release of the original version of the film. In the minds of many, 
the original, 1961 film is one of those films that is simultaneously a box-office blockbuster 
and also later came to achieve the status of ‘untouchable’ classic. The research question, 
therefore, is, How will the film do at the box office and beyond? 
 

One of the Generation-related reasons for posing the question is that, looking at the above 
generation map, the 60-year gap between movies puts Spielberg’s movie out-of-sync with 
the pattern. If Spielberg had been familiar with the pattern, he might well have decided that 
West Side Story would have better resonated with the next generation rather than this, 
and therefore waited twenty years. Practically speaking, of course, Spielberg probably 
won’t be working in twenty years time, so if he was going to remake the film, he was 
running out of time to do it. So what we have now is a film that we know, in its first 
manifestation, really resonated with a generation of ‘Sensitive’ Artist Generation adults, 
and it is now being released to a generation of ‘Heroic’ Hero Generation Millennial adults. 
This mis-match might mean that Spielberg has reframed the mood of the film. Or it might 
mean that he’s hoping to entice the first emerging new-Artist, Generation Z young adults 
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into the fold early (interestingly, when he was growing up, the first West Side Story came 
out when he was in a similar early ‘next generation’ audience position). 
 

Here, then, are some of the other factors we will need to take into account when 
answering the overall research question, noting that many of them have got little or 
nothing to do with possible generational effects at all: 
 

1) …starting with the fact that almost every film that Spielberg is involved with is 
destined for box-office gold. This factor alone would seem to point us towards an 
answer that says, Yes, of course, the film will be a success. 

2) The first point is further compounded by the fact that early reviews of the film by 
critics have been overwhelmingly positive, with some already suggesting that 
Spielberg’s (‘faithful remake’) version of the film is better than the untouchable 
original. The critics, in other words, are strongly recommending that people should 
go see the film. 

3) On the other side of the equation, it is also clear that there is growing concern that 
the new Omicron variant of Covid should cause people to think about avoiding 
crowded spaces like cinemas. Strictly speaking, this factor has got nothing to do 
with Generation theory, but in reality, it is worth noting that society is right in the 
middle of the very definitely predicted Crisis period, and as such, was always going 
to be a risky venture. Meanwhile, at the time of writing, the opening weekend of the 
film’s release has revealed that in the tussle between Spielberg and Omicron, 
Omicron has emerged as the victor. 

4) Part of the ongoing Crisis concerns the fact that our human failure to cope with the 
implications of instant-mass-communications technology (i.e. Social Media) has 
resulted in enormous social bubbles that are increasingly causing societal division. 
The relevance of this to West Side Story is that it is in effect a re-telling of the 
classic Romeo And Juliet story of warring tribes. And as such, Spielberg might have 
thought that now was the perfect time to highlight the stupidity of this kind of 
division. Generation theory in this context might tell us that, much as the division 
problem is part of society’s current crisis, the current Hero generation adults are not 
as open to solving it as the next generation will be. It’s okay to highlight a problem, 
but if society has no will to solve it (yet), then we shouldn’t expect the highlighting to 
have any significant impact. 

5) It is also clear the our Social Media driven divisions have created a host of different 
kinds of division. One of which is very definitely race. On which front, it is already 
clear that many Puerto Rican and other Latino critics of the new version of West 
Side Story have questioned the need to remake the film, with Arlene Dávila writing 
in an op-ed in El Nuevo Día, "It's sad to realize once again the reality that Puerto 
Ricans and Latinxs will be reduced to made-up themes and ideas taken from the 
playbook of what 'Puerto Rican' and 'Latinx' are to the white imagination—because 
what's certain is that nowadays Hollywood is whiter and more exclusionary than 
ever.” Ouch. 

6) Spielberg’s version of the film is also a musical. Musical films were much more 
popular in 1961 than they are in 2021. 

7) Both versions of the film are long (152 minutes for the 1961 version, and 156 for 
Spielberg’s), and it’s harder today to get people to sit for two and a half hours 
focusing on something than it was in 1961. 

 

So, there you have it. What do you think? Hit or miss? And, either way, how much can the 
success or failure be attributed to generational effects? 
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We’ll come back to the subject early next year. And, if it doesn’t give away too much about 
our own predictions, we’ll come back to it again in twenty years time… when we think it 
might well find its first major period of success. 
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Biology –  Ocean Pout 
 
 

 
 

The polar oceans are the coldest waters in the world and the Antarctic Ocean colder than 
the Arctic, because of the presence of several massive ice shelves. Although the waters of 
the high Arctic and Antarctic are at their freezing point for much of the year, there is still 
abundant marine life associated with these waters indicating that they have adapted to the 
frigid conditions. The sea life includes birds, marine mammals and an abundant sub-ice 
fauna of invertebrates and polar fishes. The birds and mammals are homeotherms, warm-
blooded, and they conserve their body heat by means of insulating blubber or feathers. 
The fishes and invertebrates, on the other hand, are poikilothermic, that is cold-blooded, 
and thus assume the temperature of their environment. 
 

For the aquatic organisms, the lowest temperature exposure is -1.9oC, the freezing point 
of seawater. The marine invertebrates are in no danger of freezing because their blood is 
as salty as seawater, although of a slightly different composition. Fishes, on the other 
hand, are hypoosmotic to seawater (their blood has only about one third the salt present in 
seawater). Therefore, in the presence of ice at -1.9oC, they will freeze and die. The 
abundance of fishes both in the Arctic and Antarctic swimming amongst ice crystals 
indicates that they can avoid freezing. 
 

The freezing-avoidance problem offers up a good illustration of the importance of root-
contradiction analysis. Here’s what we think it looks like: 
 

how to endure sub-zero

temperatures

freezing temperatures

Original Problem(start here)

Narrower Problem

What’s stopping me

solving this problem?

What else?
species survival

large ice-crystal formation

how to prevent ice-crystal

formation

Narrower Problem
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By asking the ‘what’s stopping us?’ question enough times, what invariably happens is we 
end up with either what we might think of as a knowledge problem – in this case, ‘how to 
prevent ice-crystal growth?’ – or some kind of a contradiction. If we end up with a 
knowledge problem, the root contradiction is the conflict pair immediately above it in the 
template. In this case the conflict being the need to endure sub-zero temperatures and the 
growth of large ice-crystals. Here’s what that root contradiction pair looks like when 
mapped onto the Contradiction Matrix: 
 

 
 

How Arctic Ocean inhabiting ocean pout solve the problem is associated with the 
presence of (Principle 35) blood antifreeze proteins (AFPs). The AFPs are present in the 
blood at concentrations of 3 to 4% and lower its freezing point below that of seawater. The 
fish AFPs are either glycoproteins or small proteins. 
 

 
 

In the Antarctic, the major group of fishes are the notothenioids and they make up 90% of 
the fish biomass on the continental shelf and all possess same antifreeze glycoproteins 
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(AFGPs) because they are closely related having evolved from a common ancestor many 
millions of years ago. They are present in a series of size isoforms that vary from 2.4 to 50 
KiloDaltons (KD) in mass. In the Arctic, the same AFGPs are found in the codfishes 
(Family Gadidae) which are not related to the Antarctic notothenioids fishes. 
 

In other Arctic fishes, the AFPs are small proteins with different structures and sizes. In 
the flat fishes (flounders), they are (Principle 17) helical peptides while in the eel pouts 
(zoarcid fishes) they are globular molecules of about 15Kd.  Despite the variation in 
composition, structure and size they all have the same antifreeze effect. The mechanism 
of antifreeze activity involves the recognition and binding to ice crystals that enter the 
blood of the fish either through lesions in the gill or skin. The AFs bind to particular ice 
crystal faces and divide the surface of the ice crystal into many small domains. As the 
temperature is lowered ice can only grow within these constrained patches and the growth 
assumes a growth front that is highly curved, the result which is the water molecules on 
the curved fronts have fewer neighbouring water molecules to bind to (see figure below). 
Therefore, their tendency is to escape into the liquid phase. 
 

 
 

In order to remain in the highly curved front, energy must be removed from the system. 
This is accomplished by (Principle 35 again) lowering the temperature and thus a local 
depression of the freezing point occurs. This is also known as the Kelvin effect. This 
mechanism of antifreeze function is known as adsorption inhibition. Because this 
mechanism is one of inhibiting growth the effect on the melting point of the ice is minimal, 
that is the melting point or equilibrium freezing point is normal. Thus, there is a separation 
of the melting point and the freezing point also termed a hysteresis and is the hallmark of 
antifreeze proteins. This freezing melting separation for fishes living in the most frigid 
environments can be as much as 2ºC, whereas it is much less for fishes living in slightly 
milder icy waters. 
 
X-ray crystallographic and other studies involving the interaction of the AFPs at the water 
ice interface indicate that the AFPs structure water in an ice-like manner and this may be 
the driving force for binding to ice. Other studies indicate that potential hydrogen bonding 
amino acid residues (Principle 17) protrude from one side of the molecule and their 
spacing match some of the positions of oxygens in specific ice crystal faces. This lattice 
matching found in some of the AFPs is thought to be involved in their recognition of 
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specific ice crystal planes and involved in their adsorption to the ice while in others a 
lattice match is not obvious. 
 

The novel adaptation of AFPs in polar fishes has allowed them to exploit the niches that 
were vacated by temperate water fishes when the polar oceans cooled to their freezing 
points. Without the lifesaving AFPs, the polar marine ecosystems would be a much 
different one because fishes are an important part of the food chain: seabirds feed 
primarily on them as well as seals and even some whales. Without fish, birds and 
mammals would be limited to feed on invertebrates whose distributions are often patchy. 
Thus, the AFPs in fishes play a vital role in structuring polar ecosystems. 
 

Since the discovery of the AFPs in Antarctic fishes by the author, there have been several 
dozen patents granted for their potential use in the past 40 years. These include 
modification of crystal texture of frozen foods, improving cryopreservation of animal 
tissues and blood and preventing recrystallisation in frozen liquids. Although most of these 
appear to have limited use, one that has found commercial application is its use in 
preventing undesirable recrystallisation in ice cream which happens on long-term storage 
and usually has to be solved by adding more fat to the product. Unilever markets an ice 
cream using the ocean pout’s AFP gene – expressed in yeast to limit recrystallisation in 
their product and enabling a product with 30% less fat. Which, while I think about it, might 
not really be the point of ice-cream, but, hey, I suspect the ocean pout continues to be 
thankful for its contradiction-solving sub-zero survival capabilities. 
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Short Thort 
 
 
 

“The first rule of improvisation is AGREE. Always agree and SAY YES. When you're 
improvising, this means you are required to agree with whatever your partner has created. 

So if we're improvising and I say, 'Freeze, I have a gun,' and you say, 'That's not a gun. 
It's your finger. You're pointing your finger at me,' our improvised scene has ground to a 
halt. But if I say, 'Freeze, I have a gun!' and you say, 'The gun I gave you for Christmas! 
You bastard!' then we have started a scene because we have AGREED that my finger is 

in fact a Christmas gun.” 
Tina Fey, Bossypants 

 

 
 

“You’re only given one little spark of madness. You mustn’t lose it.” 
Robin Williams 

 
Improvisation = ‘yes, and’ = contradiction solving on a tightrope 

Practise improvisation, practise breakthrough. 
 
 

News 
 
North America 
Omicron-permitting, it looks like Darrell will be visiting British Columbia in March and 
Minnesota in June. Please contact him directly if you’re interested in having him divert to 
come and do something inside your organisation. 
 
ETRIA  
Announced this month: the 2022 TRIZ Future conference will take place in Warsaw, 
Poland, on 27-29 September. The conference theme will be “Systematic Innovation 
partnerships with AI and IT”. The event will be held at the Faculty of Electronics and 
Information Technology at Warsaw University of Technology. If you’re planning to attend, 
or better yet speak at the event, abstracts are due on January 15. More details at the 
dedicated conference website http://tfc2022.eu.  
 
New Projects 
This month’s new projects from around the Network: 

Agriculture – Strategic Re-organisation Project 
Agriculture – Business Concept Innovation Project 

http://tfc2022.eu/
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Agriculture – Invent-To-Order Project 
Mining – Future Trends Workshops 
Electronics – (Innovation) Talent Development Workshops 
Logistics – SI Certification Workshops 
Consumer Electronics – Next-Generation Product Concept Design Workshops 
Consumer Electronics – SI Workshops 
Conglomerate – TRIZ/DT Workshops 
Education – TrenDNA Workshops 
Automotive – SI Workshops 

 
Happy 2022! 
2021, like 2020 before it, has been a challenging one for many people. The world has 
jumped off its previous S-curve and is still stuttering towards the next. We don’t know what 
this new curve will look like, but we do know it is the innovators of the world that will steer 
us, hopefully – if we do the job well – to one that is more ideal than today. That job picks 
up steam in 2022. Stay safe. Get flexible. God speed. And make sure to have a restful and 
peaceful end to 2021 in the meantime. 
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